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Here is the order to focus on when starting pitchers off for the first time  

1. Ball Grip- 2 or 4 seams is a preference (and although there is a debate on which is better 
in the long run with beginners I let it be whatever feels best) as long as the seams cross 
the first knuckle of their fingers and the thumb is opposite their middle finger with 
fingers evenly spaced on ball to help it snap in a forward weighted position. 

2. Stance on Mound- Ball foot in front of glove foot spaced shoulders width apart with the 
mound edges in the middle of the pitchers foot and both sets of toes facing toward the 
plate (should look balanced, athletic and in a run position) 

3. Rock- this will be the most customizable part of their motion. Anything goes as long as it 
keeps the pitcher in sequence and square to plate 

4. Load- three absolutes to this pitching phase (1-hips work back to front or 2nd to home 
and quickly) (2-head loads over toes, but stays above hips with back flat to activate core) 
(3-stay facing the direction you want to explode in and push then begin pitching motion) 

5. Arm Circle- needs to stay close to body, relaxed almost flexed to have whip release and 
on the pitchers side of body it starts on with thumb up and hand on side of ball at front 
foot landing and accelerates as circles progresses with fastest part being at release) 

6. Stride- when exploding off the mound the pitchers glove leg knee should lift as high as 
their hip and their toes should stay toward the plate until the ball clears the pitchers 
head then their glove foot should land on power line with a slight angle to foot based on 
pitchers hip flexibility. Ball leg should drive toward front foot heel with toes down, heel 
up and knee facing home plate 

7. Release- the elbow leads the wrist toward to ball side hip slot which is slightly in front of 
ball side hip and should whip the ball out of the hand following through to the direction 
of the plate (the release should not only be in sequence, but in slot to reach maximum 
speed, consistency and arm health longevity)  

 
Notes and Extras: 
*Ask more questions than you do telling to understand what the pitcher is trying to accomplish 
and teach her to feel and think Ex: 
What are you feeling? How did your ball spin? When did it break? What was your ball path? 
What were you trying to do on that pitch? What were you thinking to yourself? 
*The average 10&U pitcher throws a speed range of 35-50 mph and has a strike ratio of 40-50% 
(Pro and college athletes only throw at best 70% strikes) 
*Teach the game and pitching strategies (1st pitch strikes, 1-1 counts to 1-2 and 20 or less 
pitches per inning) and the walks and strikeouts will take care of themselves 
*Pregame warmup and pitch counts need to be monitored. Overuse injuries are at an all-time 
high for female athletes. Create a consistent warmup no longer than 20 min or 30 pitches max 
and limit 10&U pitchers to 100 pitches per day and no more than three days in a row  
*Photos examples below-Load, Lift, Land, Release 
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Why pitching lessons? Is my pitcher ready for lessons? What should occur in lessons? What do I do after 
lessons before the next one? 

 

Pitching lessons offer an environment and opportunity for pitchers to learn their body movements and 
pitching mechanics required to execute a successful pitch. There are numerous difficulties and challenges to 
the motion and body that a pitching coach can help teach. 

If your pitcher is practicing 3-4-5 days a week without you having to require it then she is ready for lessons. If 
you are a beginner I suggest trying a college camp for learning the basics and getting some drills to start. 
Once you are seeing the commitment find a pitching coach to continue the growth. 

In lessons you should see your athlete worked mentally, physically and be given homework and guidance 
outside of lessons. You should see a plan of development based on the time of year along with an 
understanding of the body and the multiple ways to throw pitches. Drills should be easily seen in the pitching 
motion and everything you hear should pass the common sense test.  

If you are a regular in lessons your pitching coach is expecting you to take the current drills or focus and have 
you practice it for mastery until your next lesson or the focus is changed. You should be practicing on your 
own at least 3-5 days per week with around 50-100 pitches per day depending on age and goals. 

 


